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I just played the new update (Patch 1.2) and it is a vast improvment from the game I bought last month. Historically, I've really
been bad at playing FPS games. I just want to get good enough to enjoy playing, get a few kills and not die 3 seconds after
spawning. This game is exactly what I wanted. a no-pressure, single-player environment where I can learn to aim better, manage
my ammo, and know when to run and when to fight. So far, this game has helped me with my aim and I'm way less panicy than
I was when I started. Been streaming/saving on Twitch so I can track my progress. While I'm not ready for PuBG or others yet, I
feel like I'm somewhat improving. The new patch was a huge leap forward. Great job by the one-man army making this game..
Runs well, plays well but there's no challenge as of september 2018. Props to the one dev for making this game and I hope he
continues to make it worthwhile but unfortunately there are more challenging games elsewhere: Free to play shooters,
multiplayer shooters that have more advanced A.I. for solo gamers, brutal single player shooters like EASY RED which is only
$4.. Save your money, my dudes. *Edit* This being a solo project, damn good job from the dev.. Save your money, my dudes.
*Edit* This being a solo project, damn good job from the dev.. Save your money, my dudes. *Edit* This being a solo project,
damn good job from the dev.. I just played the new update (Patch 1.2) and it is a vast improvment from the game I bought last
month. Historically, I've really been bad at playing FPS games. I just want to get good enough to enjoy playing, get a few kills
and not die 3 seconds after spawning. This game is exactly what I wanted. a no-pressure, single-player environment where I can
learn to aim better, manage my ammo, and know when to run and when to fight. So far, this game has helped me with my aim
and I'm way less panicy than I was when I started. Been streaming/saving on Twitch so I can track my progress. While I'm not
ready for PuBG or others yet, I feel like I'm somewhat improving. The new patch was a huge leap forward. Great job by the one-
man army making this game.. Game runs well. Lead time on snipers etc good. But no footsteps from AI, battle royale games
rely heavily on sound and getting 4 or 5 bots suddenly shooting you from behind is great for your twitch aim, but in a real BR
game I would be dead. Could not get my mouse sensitivity low enough. But yes I can see how this game would help in BR games
for spotting other players and sniping.. This game is, as of this review, early access, and that carries with it a (valid) implication
of a lack of polish. That said, this game is perfect for people who want to participate in the Battle Arena craze but want to
practice without commiting others to have to put up with their newbie shenanigans. Practice your tactics, reloading on the fly,
sniping without being a target yourself. No one knows how to do this right out of the gate, your favorite streamers have been
doing this for YEARS. Granted, no AI will be as unpredictable as real humans, but this will give you a chance to rehearse and
learn the habits to get you started.

Patch 1.2 Is now LIVE! : Patch 1.2 is now live on Steam. Patch 1.2 UPDATE #2 : Patch 1.2 is well on its way with a BRAND
NEW MAP!!. Patch 2.0 Audio Update and Performance Tweak : Patch2.0 IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD!.
UPDATE: Big plans for the coming months! : Battle Royale Bootcamps first month in Early Access has been a huge success! As
many of you know, this is a solo project so I would like to personally thank everyone who has invested the few bucks to get the
game & provide me with much needed feedback. Both positive and negative feedback help me make decisions on how to
implement improvements that the gaming community wants to see. You'll all be happy to hear that the small success in the first
month of EA has provided me with an opportunity to do a complete overhaul for you guys. The concept of Battle Royale
Bootcamp will remain the same but players can expect a cleaner, more polished gaming experience in a much larger training
environment. Players who have been asking about multiplayer functionality, unfortunately will have to wait a little bit longer. I
do have plans to introduce Co-op multiplayer so that players can practice squad tactics & call outs, but this will have to wait
until after I have overhauled the single player version. Developer E.Murray. Battle Royale Bootcamps major overhaul patch
details. : Official Trailer - Patch 1.2
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